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Regarding change of fiscal term

We hope this report will serve as a basis for deeper
discussions with all of our stakeholders.

The Sumitomo Forestry Group is changing the end of its fiscal year
from March 31 to December 31, beginning after the fiscal year
ended December 31, 2020. As a result of this change, fiscal 2020

Information disclosure
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ESG management
as a foundation for growth

Sumitomo Forestry proactively discloses information to enhance the transparency of management. Since the fiscal year ended March 2017, the
Sumitomo Forestry Group has published the Integrated Report with the objective of improving the disclosure of financial information about its
initiatives to increase corporate value, as well as non-financial information related to ESG. Our ESG initiatives are available in both Japanese and
English on the Company’s website. Sumitomo Forestry also publishes on its website Japanese and English translations of its business activity reports
and Notices of Convocation of the Ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders, among other documents.
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Third-party assurance regarding ESG information
With the aim of ensuring the appropriateness and objectivity of non-financial information disclosed, some environmental and social performance
indicators that are disclosed on the Sumitomo Forestry sustainability report website have been assured by a third-party assurance provider, KPMG
AZSA Sustainability Co., Ltd. Please refer to the Company’s sustainability report website to view the independent third-party assurance report.
https://sfc.jp/english/sustainability/gri/pdf/2022_csr-report_third-party_en.pdf
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